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COMMANDER STOKER
NEW

HSL- 33
COMÀ{ANDINC OTFICER

Helicopter Anti-Submarine Sguadron Light Thirty-
ïhree (HSL-33), the "Snakes," has reached another
milestone in its first year oÍ operations. ln Change of
Command ceremonies held on 12 July 1974 at NAS
lmperial Beach, the Snakes said Íarewell to their first
Commanding Officer, Cdr M. A. Belto. Cdr Belto, who
was relieved by Cdr L. "L" Stoker, has served as CO
since the squadron's establishment on 31 July 1973. He
will report to Commander, Cruiser-Destroyer Group Three.

The nary CO, Cdr Stoker, is not new to the LAMPS
community. He has been involved with the Light Air'
borne Multi-Purpose System since 1968, when he re'
ported to Helicopter Combat Support Squadron Five
(HC-s). While serving with HC-5 (redesignated Helicopter
Anti-Submarine Squadron Light Thirty-one (HSL.31) he
was Officer in Charge oÍ deployed LAMPS detachments
from 1970 to t972, during the formative stages of the
LAMPS program. Upon HS-S's redesignation, Cdr Stoker
became its Direclor of Operations and Training. On 31
July 1973, HSL-33 was established, and he became its
íirst Executive Officer.

Cdr Stoker's Executive Officer is Cdr D. HufÍ. Although
new to the LAMPS community, Cdr Huff brings with him
a wealth of ASW experience. From February 1969 through
March 1971, he served with Helicopter Anti'Submarine
Squadron Six. Cdr Huff then served as Operations Officer,
Carrier Anti-submarine Air Group Reserve Eight'zero from
April 1971 to March 1974. In March, he reported to
HSL-31 for LAMPS familiarization.

Making it ofÍicial. Cdr
Belto, left, assists Gdr
Stoker in the "OfÍicial"
cake-cutting ceremonY.

Gdr D. Hufi

WELCOME HOME LAMPS DET SEVEN
Recently, HSL-33 LAMPS Detachment Seven returned

to NALF lmperial Beach after a five and a half month
WESTPAC deployment aboard the USS O'Callahan (DE'
f051). Led by LCdr J. R. Woods, OINC, Det 7, ably
provided the mutti-mission helicoptêr support and ex'
tended weapons system capability for which LAMPS was
designed and has become noted'

During their deployment, the DE/LAMPS team engaged
in several Anti-submarine Warfare (ASW) and Anti'Ship
Missile Defense (ASMD) exercises. These operations
utilized the combined capabilities from the LAMPS team'
P-3 units and various other surface units of the Seventh

Fleet. ln addition to its ASW/ASMD operations, Det 7
performed extensive logistics, personnel transÍer, naval
gunÍire support and search and rescue (SAR) missions.

Noteworthy SAR operations included the rescue of two
downed pilots after ejection over Subic Bay and a para'
chutist caught in tall trees inaccessible Írom the ground,
thereby crediting Det 7 with the Íirst rescues in the short
historv of HSL-33.'in-ptioto.-Uelow-, 

Ilet 7 personnel relax and informally
disóuss the latest cruise. In left photo, LCdr J' R'
*ooOs, his wiÍe Marcy and son Jeremy chat with HSL'
33's CO, Cdr M. A. Belto. ln photo on right, lhe Snakes
oÍ Det 7 "mingle." (USN Photos)
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THE NEED

The obiective was to provide a simple, low'cost' re'
motely-controlled system operated with minimum sup'
port, capable of real-time fonarard area reconnaissance
and target acquisition, The system had to Íocate targets
with sufficient accuracy for destruction by conventional or
guided weapons. Kaman believes the rotary'winged Re'
motely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) is the optimum method of
accomplishing the mission. The cuver depic'ts a deployed
system and the accompanying illustration provides a
close look at a control station.

The RPV and the ground control station depicted here
are part of a system conceived by Kaman Aerospace
Corporation as a first step in the development of pper'
ational RPV's íor reconnaissance surveillance and target
acquisition missions. To eliminate development risk'
the system utilizes a conventional rotary-wing vehicle
powered by an off-the-shelf reciprocating engine. The
RPV is designed lo carry unsophisticated, unstabilized
TV cameras, Íilm cameras, or precision-stabilized imag'
ing sensors with automatic target tracking features, a
laser range-Íinder and a laser designator. The all'up
weight of the RPV will vary from 120 to 150 pounds'
depending on the mission payloads. A dash speed of
100 knots is provided by the 8-foot rotor and the 18
horsepower engine. Flight endurance at cruise velocity
is approximately 2 hours; at optimum endurance speeds,
Ílight time would be greater than 3 hours'

GROUND CONTROL STATION

The ground control is manned by two men. One man
handles launch and recovery of the RPV's and monitors
cruise flight. The second man operatee the sensors in
the RPV by remote control and locates targets on his re'
mote displays. Navigation data is combined in a ground
computer with airframe attitude and heading data, sensor
pointing data, and laser range data telemetered from the
RW. Target coordinates are determined automatically
and forwarded to intelligence and Íire control centers.

When the mission is compÍeted, the RF/ automatically
Ílys to a position and altitude where the remote eontrol
flight opErator can acquire the vehicle visually and land
it on neaóy ground. Flight of Kaman's RPV is controlled
by an autopilot. The remote operator provides command
signals for altitude, heading, and speed, and therefore
does not need to be a trained helicofier pilot.

I
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KAMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATIOIPI K-244

A Remotely-Piloted Vehicle

for

Reconnaissanee

and

Surveillance

By L. H. McNeill,
Director of Systems Engineering

The Kaman RPV system is mobile and can be set up
in unprepared areas in a very short time without special
equipment or extra men. The operational concept
utilizes two RPV's which are towed by the control sta-
tion vehicle in a simple trailer that doubles as a launch
platform. Pourer and signal cables are connected between
the trailer and the ground control station for starting the
RPV engine, for system check-out, and for launch control.
lmmediately upon launch of the Íirst vehicle, the second
RPV can be placed in position on the launch platÍorm.
The sides of the trailer fold out to provide íoreiSn obiect
protection during launch. When operating in sandy areas,
the top of the RFr/ trailer can be placed on the ground
and used as a landing platform.

RATIONALE TOR ROTARY WING RPV

Kaman Aerospace has been a leader in remotely-piloted
vehicle technology Íor more than twenty years and has
developed automatic and remote control systems for ve-
hicles operating on land, sea, and in the air, Design
studies and mission analysis over the past three years
have concentrated on low-cost systems Íor reconnaisance,
surveillance, target acqu'isition and target designation.
This work had led to Kaman's design as described here.
The most significant íeature oÍ Kaman's system is the
utilization oÍ a rotary-winged RF/ for the mission. Oper-
ational and cost efÍestiveness benefits to be gained by
its selection are as follows:

High Probability Ot Target Acquisition

With severe constraints on cost and weight, tar-
get detection sensors will have limited range and
the flight path of the RPV will have to be carefully
controlled to avoid exposure to the enemy when
searching Íor targets. A rotary-winged RPV provides
maximum flexibility in target search operations be-
cause no restraints are placed on the type oÍ flight
path flown. For example, the remote operator can
hover the RPV in a particular area while scanning
the ground with the sensor or he may choose to
leave the sensor caged and scan the terrain by slow-
speed flight in any direction. Unlike íixed wing
RPV's, banks, turns and orbiting flight are not
needed to remain in the vicinity of the target. The
smooth Ílight oÍ the rotary wing RPV will maintaín a
steady display oÍ the target area on the ground mon-
itor, thereby improving the probabilÍty of detecting
and identiÍying targets at saÍe ranges.

lAtl[]{ R0T0R TIPS
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High Survivability ln Hostife Environments

The small size, low horsepower and low noise
level of miniature RPV's will minimize visual, aural,
or inÍrared detection and enhance survivability. Low
radar cross sections are also Íeasible in miniature
RFy''s, but the enemy will detect the RPV by radar
if it is exposed at close range. Once again, a rotary'
wing RF/ has the advantage over a fixed'wing RPV.
Its capability for low speed flight allows it to íly
within terrain masks and its ability to hover and,/or
fly at 10 to 2O knots will defeat the Moving Target
lndicator (MTl) modes in the enemy's radar. Ka'
man's K-244 RPV is small, quiet, and has a low lR
signature. lt utilizes nonmetallic rotor blades and
its fuselage is specially shaped to minimize radar
detection. These features, combined with the rotary'
winged RPV's agility and maneuverability, will pro'
vide a high level of survivability.

Uncomplicated Transport, Launch And
Recovery Operations

Launch of the rotary wing RPV from its trans'
porter involves very little equipment, no expend'
ables, and offers maximum flexibility in the selection
oÍ operating sites. The RPV will be recovered by
controlled vertical flight to the ground or to a small
landing mat. Recovery at the launch site and con'
trolled soÍt landings without damage will result in
very short turn-around times for the rotary'winged
RPV. ThergÍore, a given sorti rate can be achieved
with fewer rotary-winged vehicles than with fixed'
wing vehicles.

Simple, Low Cost Operations With Multiple RPV's

In an engagement against multiple targets, sev-
eral RPV's controlled Írom a single control station,
must operate in the same target area. Again, in this

tight situation, the Ílight characteristics of the ro'
tary-winged RPV provide benefits over fixed'wing
RFy''s. Hover and extremely slow-speed Ílight will
allow very closely-spaced flight paths, and allows
maximum use oÍ even small terrain Íeatures to avoid
detection by the enemy. The hover or station'keep-
ing capability will allow surveillance oÍ the target
area without continuous control Írorn the ground. lt
is possible for one operator to control two or three
RPV's once the targets have been located.

Low Liíe Cycle Cost

As described above, a rotary-winged RPV has sev'
eral advantages over fixed-wing RPV's Íor surveil-
lance and target acguisition. These advantages will
result in reduced cost of acquisition and reduced cost
oÍ ownership of operational systems. Production air'
craít can be fabricated at a very modest cost. The
high arrailability rate of rotary-winged RPV's will re-
duce the quantity required tor any deployment con-
cept thus reducing the initial investment. The ability
of the rotary-winged RPV to operate very close to
the enemy allows the use of less costly target detec-
tion sensors and laser designators.

The rotary-wing RPV decreases the cost of owner-
ship over fixed-wing concepts by reducing the size
of the ground crew and by eliminating the need Íor
complex support equipment for launch and recov-
ery. Controlled vertical flight recovery will eliminate
costly repairs and launch delays and thus yield a
high availability rate. The high survivability of the
RPV will reduce the attrition rate and thus the re-
plenishment costs.
The technology is in hand to produce miniature, low

cost target detection sensors, laser rangers, data links,
and other critical components. Kaman is ready to put
them all together in a miniature rotary-wing RPV to pro-
duce an optimum cost-efÍective system.

SENEilBER{ICTOBER, 1974



HSL-31 INDOCTRINATES,,BOSS"
Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron (Lieht) Thirty'One

and its ÓO, Car W. E. Walker, were recently honored by
an informal visit from Vice Admiral Robert E. Baldwin.
VAdm Baldwin, who is Commander Naval Air Forces'
U.S. PaciÍic Fleet, was at the Naval Air Station, lmperial
Beach, California on an inspection tour.

Since "The Boss" was on'site, it seemed appropriate
that he receive an indoctrination Ílight in the Light Air'
borne Multipurpose Systems (LAMPS) newest anti'
submarine wàrfare helicopter, namely, the Kaman Aero'
space SH-2F. Naturally, HSL'31, the West Coast's
R-eplacement Air Group (RAG), rose to the occasion to
prwiOe the visitor with expert instruction in piloting the
sophisticated aircraft.

The forty-five minute operational indoctrination flight
was conduéted by Lt Gary L. Lee, the squadron's train'
ing officer, while AWC Albert H. Blood manned the sensor
opirator's position' VAdm Baldwin's flight included
demonstration of the multi'sensors of I-AMPS during
which he launched smoke markers and sonobuoys. The
VAdm experienced the true flight capabilities when he
flew an approach to a landing pad and was initiated into
the Rotor-head world with his first autorstation. The
Ílight terminated with AWC Blood directing the "foxtrot"
oria radar approach to Naval Air Station North lsland'

ln photo aboye, VAdm Batdwin, center, AWC Blood' left'
and Lt Gary "Red Dog" Lee, right, pausa in Íront of the
SH-2F Seasprite beÍore starting the indoctrination flight.
In photri below, AlïG Blood assists VAdm Baldwin in
strapping into the Copilot/AT0 seat. ln third photo'
below leÍt, the admiral, like any red-blooded American
boy, appreciates a pretty Íace. This time, its HSL'3I's
prettiest plane captain, ADJM Nancy Mohle. (USN

l,ooo-HOUR AWARD

The most recent lmperial lranian Air Force (llAF)
officer to attain 1000 hours in an HH-43 helicopter was
2nd Warrant Officer M. Ali Shodjaw' WO Shodiaw, shown
in photo on left, joíns the ranks of many of his fellow
oÍficers who have been awarded the Kaman 100O Hour
Plaque.

tnilAt{ R0T0R TIPS 
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Command of the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery
Serrice (ARRS), a major Air Force organization with head-
quarters at Scott Air Force Base, passed Írom Brigadier
Gencral Glenn R. Sullivan to Major General Ralph S.
Saunders in a colorÍul ccremony reccntly. On thc re-
viewing stand (from left) are, General Paul K. Carlton,
commander of the Military Airlift Gommand, parent unit
of the ARRS, General Saunders, and General Sullivan.
During the ceremony an Oak Leaí Gluster was presented
to General Sullivan. (U.S. Air Force photo)

Chief among his many accomplishments was General
Sullivan's establishment of the new Rescue Coordination
Center at Scott which is now the hub of all inland SAR
missions for the 48 contiguous states. This Íacility

ARRS CHANGE OF COMMAND

monitors and coordinates SAR missions with the Federal
Aviation Administration, Civil Air Patrol, Coast Guard,
state and local agencies and the rescue unit on the
scene. The center, which began operations during June,
assumes the function of the three former regional centers,
thus enhancing coordination effectiveness.

The retiring General has earned the Distinguished
Service Medal, Legion of Merit, Air Medal with Oak LeaÍ
Cluster, and the Air Force Commendation Medal with Oak
Leaf Cluster. He and his wife, Nadine, have one son,
Glenn R. Jr. General Sullivan, a native of McOaysville,
Georgia, plans an extended period of travel following
retirement.

General Saunders, who was born and raised in Roa.
noke, Va., is a veteran of World War ll, Korea, and Viet-
nam. He flew 35 combat missions in World War ll 8.24
bombers, 70 C-119 combat transport missions in Korea
and 278 combat support missions in Vietnam aboard
both C-123 and C-130 aircraft.

The 52-year-old general's career has spanned the
gamut of staff, command, and Ílying positions. Most
have involved airliÍt operations, including a previous tour
at Scott as assistant deputy chief oÍ staff for operations
with MAC headquarters.

General Saunders commanded both the 9th Weather
Reconnaissance Wing at McClellan Air Force Base, Calif.,
and the 60th Military Airlift Wing at Travis Air Force
Base prior to his job as 22nd Air Force vice commander'

The National War College graduate's decorations in'
clude the Legion of Merit with One Oak Leaf Cluster, the
Distinguished Flying Cross, Bronze Star, Air Medal and
foreign awards.

Det Cubi

In leÍt photo, Gdr L. Fisler, left' Erecutive OfÍicer
NAESU Headquarters, Lt Bob Í)oane, OINC Írêt l0' HSL-
33, center, and Lt D. Brumgard, OINC Det Atsugi, pause
beÍore boarding. Cdr Fisler was in WestPac inspecting
NAESU dets. His inspection completed, Gdr Fisler de'
part€d Íor Guam to inspect the det stationed there. He
was accompanied by LCdr N. Howerton and Lt D.
Brumgard. LGdr Howerton, also onboard, was not in-
cluded in the camera's ey€,

In center photo, Kaman Service Rep, Don P. Alexander
presents Lt Í)oane with a model of the SH-2F Seasprite
helicopter his det íew while on WestPac cruise. The
presentation was made in recognition of Lt Doane's
selection as "pilot oÍ the year."

In third photo, LGdr V. G. Secades, center, olNG

SEPïEilBER{CT0BE& 1974

HSL-33, Det Gubi, greets LGdr D. A. l{ellmann, on his
arrival to take command oÍ the det. Lt Doane is seen
in the background. Not shown are LCdr Secades bagp
which are packcd and stowcd bchind thc wall oÍ the
building. LGdr Secades wasn't really anxious to have,
although he did try to gpt the helo that brought LGdr
I,Uellmann over Írom Clark Airbase to Íly him back to
catch a quick ílight to GONUS.

Howeyer, since the helo needed to be reÍueled, LCdr
Sccades was convinccd that he should stay and providc
a checkout Íor LCdr lVellmann, especially since the det
was relocating in new quarters . . . all kidding aside, six
months is a long timc out here, and we do appreciatc
having had the opportunity to work with a guy like you,

D. Lockridgc,
Kaman Service Rap

Vince Secades . . . Good Luck.
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The seven agencies depicted in the sketch coordinated
to save a Chinese National who was iniured in an accident
aboard a ship off the coast of Thailand. The professional
competence shown by Capt Charles T. Gelatka, the HH'43
piloi, as he guided his craft to a landing on the small
Íanding pad àboard a Íoreign vessel also was a major
factorln saving the rescuee. As usual, the brief mission
report belies the true nature of the operation by making
a severe test of human effort resemble a routine training
flight.

The series of events started when Det L2, 40 ARRS'
received a call to stand by for a possible medevac mis'
sion. A Chinese National seaman had been injured in an
accident aboard a Chinese destroyer located in the Gulf
of Siam. Forty'Íive minutes later, "Pedro 36" as the
helo was ideniified, launched with copilot, Capt Hal-S'
Schwartz, flight surgeon, Capt Adam H. Romeiser, Jr',
fl ight mechanic, SSgt Gary W. Brown, and medical.tech'
niàian, SSgt Gail E- Stokes aboard to aid Capt eqtg$?.
The Joint Rescue Coordination Center (JRCC)' 3ARRG'
Nakhon Phanom, Thailand, advised Pedro 36 to rendez'
vous with King 21, a C'130, which would fly cover-and
aid during the mission. The C-130 was launched from
56 ARRS; Korat. The larger aircraft was to prove crucial
for the safe accomplishment of the mission by providing
superior navigation and communication assistance' The
two aircraft met at the mouth oÍ the Chao Phya River
and started to search. King 21 located the surface vessel
about eight miles away and the two rescue aircraft
hasïened-to the site. Pedro 36 made a low pass and
positively identiÍied the Chinese Nationalist destroyer'

Atter carefully considering the numerous conning
toweís, cables, and other obstructions, Capt Gelatka
proceeded to cautiously set the chopper down on the
destroyer's aft helipad. In addition to the problems.of
supersiructure and the small fanding pad, the Huskie
crew were advised of numerous thunderstorms which
were making their presence felt around the Bangkok
area. Upon landing, the rescuee was brought up on
deck to be loaded into the aircraft. lt was found he was
suffering from severe head and spinal injuries and re'
quired immediate hospital attention.

. :
t

SEVEiY

While Pedro 36 was onloading the patient, King 2l
was acting as air coordinator between the Nationalist
Chinese Embassy, the American Embassy and the Joint
Rescue Coordination Center. As soon as the helo took
off from the ship, the two aircraÍt flew to Bangkok where
the Huskie was landed in an unlighted soccer field near
the Sth Army Field Hospital. King 2l headed Íor home
as the patient was placed into a waiting ambulance which
had been sent by the American Embassy.

Its mission of mercy accomplished, Pedro 36 departed
for Bangkok International Airport for refueling. During
the retuin trip, those severe thunderstorms and lightning
caught up with them. ln order to circumvent the storm'
the HH-43 returned to U'Tapao Air Base, Thailand, via
VFR and, at 2300 hours, the mission was officially closed
with another life saved.

4,6,9 = 3 WITHIN 6, A LIFE'SAVING FORMULA!

That is correct! Missions on July 4th, 6th and 9th'
resufted in three saves within six days for Det 12, 40
ARRS, Tapai, RTNA, Thailand. The íirst mission, on

July 4th, Independence Day, saw the HH-43 manned by
pilót, Capt Hal S. Schwartz, copilot, lst Lt James W''Bizzell, 

crewman, SSgl Gary W. Brown, medical techni-
cian, SSgt Gail E. Stokes, and a doctor, Capt Tommy L'
Hi lsman.

A Thai National, hired to conduct the íireworks display
for the base 4th of July celebration, was severely burned
over 40 percent of her body. Base hospital requested
PEDRO (the Kaman HH'43 helicopter) to provide medevac
assistance to save her life' The helo quickly onloaded the
patient and rushed her to Bangkok where a- landing was
made in a soccer Íield near the US Army's Fifth Field
Hospital. While the aircraft remained in the landing zone'
riots occurred in Bangkok's Chinatown area. The crew
reported "some tense moments while sitting in the land'
ing zone." This was the sixth save for Capt Schwartz
and the third time in the last two months he tmmed-up
with SSgt Brovrn and Dr Hilsman'

sh anuv Field Hospitol
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SNAPPER BOAT SNATCHED FROM SEA BOTTOM

The 2S-foot mast reached out of the dark night as if
to impale the H-2 but Lt Robert E. Rew, pilot of the air-
craft, managed to elude its grasp. This difficult night
mission ïvas soon to end successÍully for the Pensacola
SAR Det, Sherman Field.

Pilot proficiency, crew ingenuity, coupled with a SAR
coordinator, the local Coast Guard, and even a local
sheriff, all contributed to deliver a water pump to I sink-
ing snapper fishing boat off the coast of Pensacola,
Florida.

In the space oí one hour and ten minutes, the follow-
ing happened. Pensacola SAR coordinator, Capt Mark S.
Fowler received a call from the Coast Guard (New Orleans
Control): a 50-Íoot f ishing vessel was sinking about 38
miles south of Pensacola. The Coast Guard, aided by the
local sheriff, delivered a water pump to a parking lot
near Pensacola beach.

Pilot Rew, with copilot, Lt Steven J. Cranney, crewman,
ADJ1 Thomas J. Kelley, Jr., and corpsman, HM2 David
G. Shackley aboard, landed to onload the device. The
pump, which was housed in a canister, presented a
problem - there were no attaching points for the hoist
cable! A little "Yankee lngenuity" was applied and the
men rigged a makeshift sling using the ropes cut from
the blade boots which were stored on board the chopper.
At 0235, the Seasprite crew sighted the flares and lights
of the stricken craft.

With the small boat being tossed about during the
night hoist transfer to a small deck, the 2S-foot mast
lurching upward, and the normal ship's rigging to con'
tend with, Lt Rew careÍully maneuvered the aircraft to
lower the pump canister on the helo hoist. At one point
in the transÍer, the canister got caught in the rigging
but was cautiously swung free. Finally, the pump rested
safely on the snapper boat's t iny deck and the ship's
crew began the job of setting up the pump and saving
their craft. Lt Rew hovered the helo in the area a íew
minutes, then, after checking with the boat's crew via
the loud hailer to see if any further assistance was
needed. he and his crew headed back to base Íor a well'
earned rest.

ONE SELF.SAVE AND ONE SAR SAVE

ln another mission, a Pensacola SAR crew responded
to a call for help when a sailboat with a l2-year'old boy
on board overturned. Before reaching the scene, how'
ever, the helo crew was notified to return home - the
boy swam to shore. Prior to landing back at base, the
SAR crew was re-vectored to the scene of another boating
accident in the Gulf of Mexico.

After only 10 minutes of searching, the pilot, Lt H.
Banks Edwards, Jr., brought the Seasprite over the over-
turned outboard motorboat and observed three men
clinging to the craÍt. Copilot, Lt Allen Petrie assisted the
pilot in maintaining position wh'ile crewmen, AE2 Bruce
Auclair and HM2 Dave Shackley lowered the hoist three
times to bring up all three rescuees into the helo's cabin'
ln Lt Edwards' words, "no difficulties were encountered
as the crew was thoroughly trained in SAR Standard
Operating Procedures." A "Well Done" to this crew.

CIVILIAN DIVERS RESCUED

During the Oceana Air Show, the SAR H-2 Kaman
Seasprite helo, piloted by Lt John E. Ford was launched
to aid two civil ian scuba divers. The helo crew sighted
the divers' small boat about 30 miles east of the base'
Although conscious, the two rescuees could not properly
engage themselves in the hoist gear so one of the cr*l-
men was lowered to the surface craft.

The crewman assisted the two men "up the wire" to
safety and then, as the cable was lowered to retrieve
him, the hoist jammed. Lt Ford and copilot, Ltjg John
Enderle learned the two rescuees had been diving when
one of their air supplies malÍunctioned. Fortunately, the
malfunction did not occur when the diver was alone, this
time, his buddy shared the operable air supply and the
two quickly rose to the surface. The pilots decided to
leave the crewman in the boat and return. (The crewman
was picked up later and returned to base') Returning to
base, the two divers were placed in the nearest decom'
pression chamber aboard a Navy eraft. In addition to
the pilots, the helo crew consisted of AE2 Ted Wicker'
and ADJ2 Steve P. LomP.

DIRTY SALLY PLAYS FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE

HSL-32, Det 6, executed their first Mediterranean
Medevac beíore a large audience on Labor Day, 1974.
Secured on the deck of the USS Garcia, at anchor in the
port of Taormina, Sicily, the SH-2F became a local
curiosity. The townspeople, using small boats, crowded
around t6e ship to view the aircraft, which must have
looked very strange. To the crew of the Kaman bird,
the helo was not at all strange, in fact, they had aÍ'
fectionately nicknamed the aircraft, "Dirty Sally."

It started out as a normal, sleepy afternoon and the
crew was looking forward to the holiday routine and
tiberty. The fun had to wait, though, because word soon
spread that one of the ship's company was suffering an
apparent heart attack. OINC, LCdr Hank Laryandorski,
who was still on board, prepared to pilot the aircraft
which would take the man to the hospital. Lt(ig) Mike
Muetzel was copilot and crewman was AWAN Wyatte
DeLoache.

SEPIIÍ{BEROCTOBER, 1974

by Lt (ig) M. Muctzel

Flight Quarters was initiated and manned by AXI Tom
Vorndran, AMS3 "Mac" McQueen, and AE3 Lou Harris
of the Det 6 Duty Section. ADJ2 Jim Curry, a member oÍ
the ship's company also assisted. Soon, the i l l  man,
RMQ Melvin Miller, was placed onto the aircraft and it
embarked on a speedy dash to NAF Sigonella. HM2
Gary Jàckson attended the patient while en rqute.

Dirty Sally, the teamwork of the crew, and the ship's
company are credited with relieving the patient's fears,
preventing complications inevitable in the long surface
trip which would have been necessary without the SH'2
and making possible the prognosis of a swift recovery'
The doctor later reported Chief Miller was suffering Írom
a collapsed lung, rather than the suspected heart attack.



'Kaman Aerospaee and Soeíete Ï{ationale

Industrielle Aerospatíale Agree To Cooperate

Kaman Aerospace and Societe Natiopalê lndustrielle
Aerospatiale (Aerospatiale) of France have agreed to par'
ticipato coopsratively in a competition for the United
States Army's Scout Helicopter program. Announcement
of the agreement was made concurrently by William R.
Murray, PresiderÉ of Kaman, and Jean Mascard, membre
du directoire, Aerospatiale.

Kaman has already participated in the Army's concept
formulation efforts and does anticipate making a proposal
for the Scout Helicopter. The Kaman concept includes a
program of development, fabrication and logistics support
for the proposed K75O helicopter. The program will be
accomplished by Kaman at its Bloomfield, Connecticut'
facilities.

The U. S. Army is currently formulating specifications
for its proposed Scout Helicopter. In concept, the Scout
is expected to be a tight, agile vehicle. lts mission will
be to scout the battleÍield, flying at low levels to avoid
detection, seeking targets and intelligence. lt would be
equipped with the latest elêctro'optical sensors, detection
and range-finding devices. Upon locating and identiÍying
a target, the helicopter crew would be able to call in an
attack helicopter, artillery fire or other friendly forces.

The Kaman-Aerospatiale team brings together the têch'
nical disciplines and individual research developed by
each firm. The end result of this joint efÍort will be an
operationally effective, total aircraft system. Both íirms
have had extensive experience in developing and produc-
ing helicopter weapons and sensor systems for a wide
raige of inilitary missions, thus assuring a strong caó'
didate for either of the Army's two options: an off'the'
shelf helicopter or, a totally new design.

Wherever possible, Kaman will incorporate Aerospa'
tiale's new technologl into the aircraft. For example, the
fan-in-íín will be utilized in lieu of the standard tail rotor
blade. Also, Aerospatiale's advanced Íiberglass-composite
main rotor blade will be incorporated into the new air'
craft coníiguration.

Aerospatiale is the second largest helicopter developer
and manufacturer in thê freê world. Kaman Aerospace
Corporation is a prime contractor to the United States
Government for helicopters and airborne systems, as well
as a major supplier of components to other defense
contractors.

Bill Murray, Kaman Acrospacc Corporation Prasidcnt,
(scated) signs agrcement as Gharlcs Kaman, Prceidcnt oÍ
Kaman Corporation (left), and Pierrc Marion (right),
Presidcnt and Ghairman of thc Board of Europcan Acro'
space Gorporation, an Aerospatiale subsidiary, obsewe.

(Photos by N. Ruggerio)

Althougtr not the aircraÍt which will bc ofÍcred to thc
Army, thc slcck hclicoptcr illustrates the many fcaturês
which will bc incorporatcd into thc new K750.
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NOSE DOOR LATCH SECURITY :

I.P. Serignese,Edítor

by H. Zubkoff, ServÍce Engineer

F. Springs (6) for corrosion, distortion, failure
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Investigation of recent nose door Hartwell Fastener rbal-
functions revealed that nose door misalignment rcsults
in a preload on the fasteners, causing distortion, prema-
ture wear, loss of toggle hook tension and ultimately,
fastener disengagement. In some instances, the preload
has been severe enough to cause material failure. Un-
less lower door replacement hinges are installed in the
EXACT position as the original hinges, door misalign-
ment will occur. Whenever door misalignment is evi-
dent and ïvhenever fastener latching integrity is in
doubt, the following actions'should be accomplished.

1. Inspect the Fasteners (See Photo 1.) Any dis
crepancy is cause for fasiener replacement.

A. Toggle hook (1) for wear and distortion.

B. Toggle hook pins (2) for distortion.

C. Base of toggle hook (5) for distortion and
cracks.

D. Toggle hook detents (3). for wear and dis
tortion.

E. Handle (4) for cracks and distortion.

1. Toggle hook
2. Pin
3. Hook detent

4. Handle
5. Base
6. Springs (2)

l lSEPIEMBER.OCTOBER, 1974
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2. Inspect the fastener hinge pin, the toqgle hook
ensasinÊ pin and the associated pin support brackgtq.

A. LH Door. (See Photos 2 and 3.)

(1) Inspect the engaging pin for wear and
corrosion.

(2\ With the door open, inspect the pin sup-
port bracket for pin hole elongation and/
or cracks,

LH Door - toggle hook engaging Pin
(arrow)

PHOTO 2

B. RH Door. (See Photo 4.)

(1) tilith the RH door open, inspect fastener
hinge pin bracket for cracks and elonga'
tion of the Pin holes'

3. InsPect for door alignment.

A. Open and close each door in turn and check

that the alignment pins on Station 48'0 frame

engage the respective door reeeptacles'

Hold doors in closed position and check for alignment

of the fastener cut-outs. If alignment is satisfactory,
proeeed to Step 5. If fastener eut-outs are misaligned

to the extent that one door must be "spning" in order

to engage the alignment pins and to lateh the fastener,
the "low" door should be shimmed to obtain align'
ment. (Nose door shimming will'be defined as a rê'
pair function in the next revision of the Structural

Repair Manual, NAVAIR 01'260HCA-3, and is within
Organizational Level capability.)

n
&Àa;---

Pin suppoÉ bracket
Cutout for engaging Pin
(Photo 2)

PHOTO 3. Inside LH Door

1. Toggle hook
2. Fastener hinge pin support bracket

PHOTO 4. RH Door (inside)

4. Shimming.

Shimming entails installation of aluminum plates pat-

terned after the hinge under the lower hinge halves'

Because of limited aceess to some of the fuselage

hinge screw nuts (Station 48.0), installation of
shims under the fuselage half of the hinge as
sembly is NOT recommended. Instead, install
the shims under the nosê door half of the hinge

assembly (under PIN K633066-L, -2 or

QP3113S-1 or -2.) LH door hinge sctew nuts
are aceessible inside the nose door frame while on the

1.
2.
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RH door, the screws are engaged by anchor
nuts. The ratio of shim gage to vertical move'
ment of the forward end of the nose door is
approximately 1:2 (a 0.020-inch shim will raise
the door at the fastener eut-out area by approxi-
mately 0.040-inch). Dissimilar metals precautions
per the Structure Bepair Manual must be
observed. Be sure that the hinge attach-screws
are of sufficient length to accornmodate the in-
creased material stack-up. Whenever shims are
installed to obtain door alignment, be sure to
check for suffi'cient fastener toggle hook tension
per paragraph 5.

In addition, with the doors closed and latched,
closely inspect the door aft seals for positive
contact (and some degree of compression) against
the fuselage frame Station 48.00 seals. If neces-
sary an added strip of rubber seal may be bonded
to the flat door seal to obtain the desired degree
of water tightness. For complete information on
nose door seals, refer to the March/April 1974
issue of Kaman Rotor Tips.

5. Inspect for fastener toggle hook tenqion.

A. Tension is required on the latched fastener tog-
gle hook to insure that it remains engaged
despite vibratory and air-buffeting influences.
Insufficient tension on the fastener hook could
result in the hook disengaging from the pin,

even though the handle remained in the down
and latched Position.

B. Tension on the hook is directly related to
the amount of force required to depress and
latch the handle flush with the surrounding
door surface. Whenever nose doors are latched,
the operator strould be aware of the amount of
force (by feel) necessary to deptess and latch
the handle. Visual observatíon that the handle
and the "PUSH" tab are down and flush is not
a valid determination of door fastener security!

C. To determine fastener security, unlatch and
raise the handle. Check that the toggle hook
is engaged over the engaging pin. With the hook
engaged, depress the fastener handle several times
(but do not latch), noting the pressuÍe necessary
to overcome the toggle-hook spring. Then de-
press the handle to the flush, latched position,
while noting the force required to complete the
latching sequence. IN ALL CASES, the force
neeessary to latch the fastener should be greater
than the force needed to overcome the toggle
hook spring tension. A fastener whieh latches
with little or no force should be considered un-
safe and action to add tension to the toggle hook
should be taken.

D. Toggle hook tension is dependent upon the con'
dition of: the fastener, the toggle hook engaging
pin, the associated support brackets and the con-
dition of the B.L. 0.0 nose door seals. (There
are no provisions for repositioning the fasteners
to increase the toggle hook tension.) Sufficient
tension to insure hook engagement is built into
the installation and can only change as a function

'' 
of hardware wear or seal deterioration. If the
hardware is in satisfactory condition, inspect the
seal, especially around a fastener which appears
to require considerably less force to latch. If
the seal is cracked, torn, or has taken a set to
the point where little or no compression is pro'
vided, the seal should be replaced. In an emer-
gency, an additional strip of rubber, thickness as
required, may be bonded directly to the existing
flat seal as a lgmpelSly measure to increase tog-
gle hook tension. In this event, proper seal re'
placement to insure water-tightness, should be
accomplished as soon as practicable.

Remember, when latched, the handle and the
"PUSH" release tab must always be flush
with ihe surrounding door skin.

a. WHAT COULD CAUSE A MAIN GEARBOX OIL
MONITOR ASSEMBLY, P/N K6787?0-1or K678769-3
TO BE INOPERATIVE?
A. A main gearbox oil monitor eould fail to operate
when dirt or corrosion builds up on the surface which
mates with the grounding tab, P/N K678?73-11. The
foreign material would inhibit continuity between the

center post of the monitor and ground, rendering the mon'
itor electrically inoperative. To assure electrical conduc'
tivity, the dirt or corrosion must be removed from the .
surface as shown in the illustration. To remove the

material, remove the monitor from the aireraft and
use aluminum oxide cloth, Specification PC451,
fine Eit, or an equivalent. After cleaning, apply alo'

dine solution liberally on the abraded surfaces and
let stand for five minutes, rinse with fresh water and
air-dry.

A few monitors delivered to the field have been anodized

in the mating surface area. The anodize coating must be

removed in order to provide propeï electrical ground.

Remove the anodize coating in the same manner as

described above for corrosion/dirt.

REWORK FLAT
AREA 3600

TrelIa, Service Engineer

l3STPïEMBER.OGTOBER, 1974
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PILOT AND CO-PILOT CYCLIC STICK AND SOCKET
ASSEMBLY CONNECTOR INSTALLATION AND
REMOVAL.
Investigation of a recent U.R. revealed that more de'
tailed information was needed for removing and instal-
ling the subject connectors.

A. Removal of pilot or copilot adapter assembly,
P/N K651061-1, from the socket assembly,
PiN K651015-5 or -6. Refer to Figures 1 and
2.

L. Remove the cyclic stick from socket
assembly.

2. Remove seat and flooring to gain access
to wiring.

Open wire bundle and locate area where
the adapter assembly wiring splices with
aircraft wiring. Cut adapter wires at
splices.

Remove the ANBHSA bolt which secures
the adapter assembly into the socket as
sembly.

5. Push the adapter assembly up through the
socket assembly using the wiring as an aió
until wiring is clear of the socket.

B. Installation of pilot or copilot adapter assembly,
P/N K651061-1, into the socket assembly, P/N
K651015-5 or -6. Refer to Figures 1', 2 and 5.

NOTE

The adapter is procured as an assembly
as shown in Figure 2 with 45 inches of
wire on each Pin of the connector.

1. Install vinyl tubing over the wires of the
adapter assemblY.

2. Thread the wiring from the adapter down
thru t\e socket until the adapter bottoms
in the socket.

3. Align the bolt hole of the adapter with the
socket and install the AN3H5A bolt'

4. Splice the wiring from the adapter assembly
into the aircraft wiring (see Fig' 5). Re'tie
wire bundle in accordance with NAVAIR
01-14-505.

C. Removal of pilot or copilot cyclic stick adap-
ter assembly, P/N K651062-1, refer to Figure 3.

1. Remove the retaining ring, P/N 5008-100.

14

e i È b . . - ! .

1. Adapter assembly, K651061-1
2. Nut, AN3rtSA

Washer, AN960D
FIGURE No. 1

1. Connector, M8600-198132
2. Adapter, K651063-11
3. Nut, 22NDS-02
4. Locator pin, K651065'15

FIGURE No. 2

2. Using duck-bill plien to grasp connector
pin, pull the adapter assembly from the
cyclie stick tube.

NOTE

The adapter assemblY, Figure 4, can
be very difficult to remove due to
close tolerances and/or corrosion. If
the adapter assembly cannot be eased
from the cyclic stick, the connector
will most likely be damaged and a new
one will be required.

3. If necessary, break the bond between the
adapter/connector by pushing the connector
up into the stick. Remove the adapter
ring with a small gear puller' If the con'
nector is to be replaced, cut the wiring
as close to connector pins as possible.

D. Installation of the pilot or eopilot cyclic stick
adapter assembly, PIN K651062-1. Refer to
Figures 3; 4 and 5.

NOTE

The adapter assembly is procured as
two pieees, the conneetor, PIN
M8601-19/32, and the adaPter ring,
PiN K651064-11, which, when bond'
ed together is identified as the adapter
assembly, P/N K651062-1. Refer to
Figure 4.

r$M[t{ R0ï0R TIPS



1.

2.

Solder cyclic stick wiring to the connector
pins as shown in Figure 5.

Bond the connector into the adapter ring
using EC 2216, a two-part epoxy cement.
Insure that the Number 8 pin on the con-
nector is aligned within Ulo b the center-
line of the groove in the adapter ring and
also that the connector is flush with the
flange of the adapter ring. Refer to
Figure 4.

NOTE

Allow cement to dry before proceeding.

Insure the inside of the cyclic stick tube
and the adapter assembly is free of cor-
rosion. Coat both surfaces with a light
coating of Dow Corning, P/N DC-33
medium, to prevent corrosion and to
aid in installing the adapter assembly.

Insert the adapter assembly into the cyelic
stick by aligning the groove in the adapter
with the locator pin, then, push it into the
stick. Lock in place with the 5008-100
retaining ring. Refer to Figure 3.

1. Gyclic stick, K651035-l
2. Connector, M8601-19/32
3. Adapter, K651064-11

4. Retaining ring, 5008-100
5. Locator pin, K651065-13

3.

4.

FIGURE No. 3

1. Connector, M8601'19/32
2. Adapter, K651064-1
3. NOTE: Number 8 pin on M86O1-19/32
focated on centerline of groove within 112
Bond M8601-19132 in place.

, FIGURE No. 4
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TROUBLE SHOOTING/INSPECTING OIL COOLER BLOWER, P/N K677707-1. 
by R.J. Trelta, service Engineer

The following represents the latest maintenance instructions for the blower assembly, P/N K67?707-1, FSN RH4140-
128.80728H, installed on HH.2D, SH-2D and SH-2F aircraft. The information presented here will be incorporated
into applicable manuals.

TABLE 1. TROUBLESHOOTING

Tlouble Probable Cause Remedy

Scraping noise. Fan rotor blades eontacting casing
inlet bore.

Remove fan rotor and inspect, re-
pair, or replace in 'accordance with
Table 2 and the accompanying il-
lustration.

Vibration or noisy
operation.

Bent shaft. Replace blower assembly.

Defective bearings. Replace bearings.

Rotor out of balance. Replace blower assembly.

1.
2.
3.
4.

í?ï
L-óS

o9
|  |  

, , *o

p6ó$$e*

s-1
I

COOLER BLOVíER ASSEMBLY .

HH-2D, SH-?D/F

Bearing, ball
Retainer, bearing
Insert, bearing
Casing

EXPLODED VIE!{

Shaft
Nose,spun
Rotor
Bearing,ball

o.

6.
7 .
8.

IE
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TABLE 2. INSPECTION AND REPAIR

Component lnspection Repair Action

Shaft. item 1 Inspect spline Sub for wear.
Dimension over 0.1200-inch diameter
inspection pins shall not be less than
1.6801 inch.

Beplace blower assembly.

Inspect keyway for wear.
Width shall not exceed 0.252-inch.

Inspect bearing journals for evidenee
of bearing slippage and scoring.

Inspect threads for cross-threading
and stripping.

Spun nose, item 2 Inspect for cracks and breaks. Replace blower assembly.

Rotor, item 3 Inspect rotor blades for nicks, burrs,
cracks and breaks.

Bemove nicks and burrs from
blades max depth 0.050-inch.

Inspect hub bore and keyway for
damage. Bore shall not e4ceed 1.189
inches. Keyway shall not exceed 0.262-
inch width.

Replace blower assembly.

Bearings, items 4 and 5 Conditional/Visual Replace as required.

Casing assembly, items 6,
7 a n d 8

Inspect inlet bore of casing (8) for
evidence of rotor contact, nicks and
burrs.

Remove nicks and burrs
max depth 0.080-inch.

Inspect bearing retainer (6) and
bearing insert (?) for evidence of
bearing slippage and scoring.

Replace blower assembly.

Inspect casing (8) for any physical
damage, such as cracks and breaks.

Any physical damage is cause for
replacement of blower assembly.

Bearing retainer, item 6 [.D. bore shall not exceed 2.027-
inch,

Replace blower assembly.

Bearing insert, item 7 I.D. bore shall not exceed 1.830-
inch.

Replace blower assembly.

MAIN ROTOR BLADE DAMPER LEAKAGE

Hydraulic fluid leakage is not cause for replacement of a
main rotor blade damper assembly unless the leakage be-
comes excessive or creates a hazard. Damper leakage limit
is determined by the indicator on the damper. If fluid
leaks to such a deEee that daily servicing is required, then
damper replacement should be considered.

SEPTEMBER.OCTOEER, T974

The following information is extracted from NARF
NORIS Local Engineering Specification, 43-387 :

"Allowable leakage: When the fluid escap-
ing is an insignificant quantity and will have
no detrimental effect on aircraft operation
and the correction of this slight leakage does
not warrant the maintenance time involved,
this leakage shall be termed allowable."

W. l|agemaker, Service Engíneer
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H-2 WINDOW SEALS

bY E.J. Cunníngham, SPares Manager

Window seals are not supply items and must be fabricated as required. The following

list provides the information needed to fabricate the desired seals.

As directed by the April 19?4 InteEated Logistic Support Management Team conference,

Kaman has submitted a proposal to provide seals with all delivered spare windows.
pending outcome of the proposal, dets may use the accompanying list. Note the seals

are listed in groups under the window with which they are used'

Vendor P/N and Length Materials

K633010-17. Pilot Door' AFT

1 K633010-65
1 K633010-6?

K633010-101. Pilot Door - FWD

34465R x 76.12
3319?R x 75.12

Size

0 . 1 2 x 0 . 8 4 x  9 . 3 9
0 . 1 2 x 1 . 7 3 x  5 . 4 3
0 . t 2 x  . 8 4 x 2 0 . 4 6
0 . 1 2 x 1 . 4 8 x  4 . 7 5
0 . 1 2 x  . 8 4 x 2 7 . 6 7
0 . 1 2 x 2 . 0 0 x  6 . 0 6
0 . 1 2 x . 8 4 x 1 6 . 1 3
0 . 1 2 x 1 . 4 8 x  4 . 5 0
0 . 1 2 x  . 8 4 x 2 3 . 4 7

0 . 1 2 x . 8 4 x 1 0 . 9 ?
0 . 1 2 x 2 . 4 1  x 1 6 . 7 5
0 . 1 2 x  . 8 4 x 2 8 . 7 5
0.12  x  1 .?5  x .  5 .41
0 . 1 2 x  . 8 4 x 1 5 . 2 5
0 . 1 2 x . 8 4 x  9 . 3 9
0 . 1 2 x  1 . 7 3 x  5 . 4 3
0 . 1 2 x 1 . 4 8 x  4 . 5 0
0 . 1 2 x  . 8 4 x 2 3 . 4 7

0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 5 x 3 8 . 1 3
0 . 1 2 5 x . 9 0 x 1 2 . 7 5
0 . 1 2 5 x . 4 0 x 3 3 . 3 0
0 . 1 2 5 x 1 . 0 0 x 1 7 . 1 0

Inland Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio
Inland Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio

Materials

TAalv

BAIalv

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
I

K633010-75
K633010-77
K633010-79
K633010-81
K633010-83
K633010-85
K633010-8?
K633010-89
K633010-91

K633020-39
K633020-41
K633020-43
K633020-45
K633020-47
K633010-75
K633010-?7
K633010-89
K6330r.0-91

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3L98
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

I$MAI{ ROÏOR ÏIPS

K633010-5. CoPilot Door

1
I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

K633033-107. Corner - R.H.

1 K633033-35
1 K633033-3?
2 K633033-39
1 K633033-41

18

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198



K633034-205. Copilot Boof

K633033-35
K633033-37
K633033-39
K633033.41

K633034.183
K633034-185
K633034-18?
K633034-215

K633034-183
K633034-185
K633034-18?
K633034-21?

Qtv ro.
K63303&3. Corner - L.H.

Size

0 . 1 2 5 x  . 8 5 x 3 8 . 1 3
0 . 1 2 5 x  . 9 0 x t 2 . 7 5
0 . 1 2 5 x . 4 0 x 3 3 . 3 0
0 . 1 2 5 x 1 . 0 0 x 1 ? . 1 0

0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 3 x 2 6 . 0 0
0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 3 x 3 1 . 0 0
0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 3 x 3 0 . 0 0
0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 3 x 2 6 . 0 0

0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 3 x 2 6 . 0 0
0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 3 x 3 1 . 0 0
0 . 1 2 5 x 1 . 4 0 x 3 0 . 0 0
0 . 1 2 5 x . 8 3 x 2 4 . 0 0

0 . 1 2 5 x . 3 8 x 2 9 . 2 0
0 . 1 2 5 x . 6 5 x 3 2 . 3 7
0.L25x  .46x32.07
0 . 1 2 5 x . 6 2 x 2 5 . 0 5
0 . 1 2 5 x . 9 2 x 3 2 . 3 ?
0 . 1 2 5 x . 5 0 x 2 9 . 2 0

0 . 1 2 5 x . 3 8 x 2 9 . 2 0
0 . 1 2 5 x . 6 5 x 3 2 . 3 ?
0 . 1 2 5 x  . 4 6 x 3 2 . 0 7
0 . 1 2 5 x  . 6 2 x 2 5 . 0 5
0 . 1 2 5 x  . 9 2 x 3 2 . 3 7
0 . 1 2 5 x . 5 0 x 2 9 . 2 0

0 . 1 2 0 x . 9 3 x 1 6 . 4 8
0 . 1 2 0 x  . 8 8 x 2 4 . 4 2
0 . 1 2 0 x . 8 8 x 1 7 . 6 0
0 . 1 2 0 x t . 8 8 x 2 2 . 2 5

0 . 1 2 0 x . 9 3 x 1 6 . 4 8
0 . 1 2 0 x  . 8 8 x 2 4 . 4 1
0 . 1 2 0 x 1 . 1 1  x 1 9 . 7 5
0 . 1 2 0 x . 8 8 x 1 6 . 1 0
0 . 1 2 0 x 2 . 2 9 x  4 . 4 8

1
1
2
1

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198

Materials

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

2
1
1
1

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198

AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198
AMS3198

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer
12 Durometer

K633034207. Pilot Roof

K633035-85. l{indshield - L.H.

2
1
1
1

1
1
2
2
1
2

1
1
2
2
1
2

1
1
1
1

'o K633035-111
K633035-91
K633035-93
K633035-95
K63S035-97
K633035-99

MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41"LFF
MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MIL-C-3l33 Type 5B41LFF
MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41LFF

MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MILC-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MIL{-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MILC-3133 Type 5B41LFF
MIL-C-3133 Type 5B41LFF

K633035-86. Windshield - L.H.

K633036-101. Side - L.H.

K633035-111
K633035-91
K633035-93
K633035-95
K633035-97
K633035-99

K633036-19
K633036-37
K633036-39
K633036-41

K633036-19
K633036-3?
K633036-65
K633036-69
K633036-73

K633036-105. Side - R.H.

I
I
I
1
1
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EMERGENCY TH ROTTL E ACTUATO R LIN KAGE I NSTAL LAïI Oil

\[henever an emergency throttle actuator, P/N R4152-11
is installed, care should be taken while connecting the link-
age between the actuator and the fuel control rack. There
are two major eoneerns when connecting this linkage.
The first is to ensure that 3 AN960C6 (or 3 AN960C6L)
washers are placed between the fuel control rack (1) and
the link assembly rodend (2) as seen in the accompanying
Diagram A. There should also be one of these washers
placed under the 79NM50 nut (3). After the desired wash-
er stack-rrp has been achieved, fingertighten the bolt and in-
stall the cotter pin. Proper plaeement of these washers will
ensure that the link assembly rodend (2) will not contact
the emergency throttle housing (4) before the emergency
throttle rack is in the full off position.

The second area of concern involves proper positioning of

the link assy (5) and the actuator arm (6) to be sure that

neither will experience any interference from either the

support bracket (7) or the support bracket hole. First make

sure that the actuator arm, K673066-11, (1), as seen in

1. Fuel Control rack
2. Link assembly
3. Nut
4. Emergency throttle housing
5. Link assembly
6. Actuator arm
7. Support bracket

DIAGRAM A

H.2

Diagram B, is positioned with the offset side of the arm fac'

ing away from the aetuator, and flush with the end of the

spline shaft (2). This will prevent the link assy from rub-

bing against the support bracket assembly at position 3,

Diagram B, and will center the link assembly so that it

will pass through the support bracket linkage passage hole.

1. Actuator arm
2. Spline shaft
3. SupPort bracket
4. See text

DIAGRAM B

In certain instances, the support bracket linkage hole may

prove to be too small to allow adequate elearance for both

the link assy and the link assy rodend bolt-stackup as shown
by items 1, 2 and 3 of Diagram A. This is eaused by varia-
tions in the amount of travel of the fuel control rack. If
interference is encountered, it is permissable to enlarge the
hole as necessary to provide adequate clearanee in area
shown by Arrow Number 4, Diagram B.

The support bracket, P/N K673059-3, can also be rotated a
small degree in order to provide adequate clearance for the
link assy, K673068-3. To ensure clearance, loosen the at-
taching bolts, rotate the support away from the interfer-
ence, and re-tighten the bolts.

H. Zubkoíf, Service Engineer

-****- 
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TAII BOTOR ELADE FOLD CHAilGES

The March/April 19?2 issue of Rotor fips intro
duc,ed the quick-fold tail rotor blade system on SH-2D
aircraft. Changes in the quick-fold rystem have been
made and incorporated on all LAMPS aircraft, SH-2f
and SH-2D. Tbe latest folding procedutes are presented
here to aid dets operating from small ships wbere tail
blade folding is reguired.

Photo A shows the component paÉs of the
latest Quick-Fold installation. To fold a blade, item L
is aetuated, thus moving item 2 away fmm item 3.
The blade is then moved away from the ahcraft towards
the folded position. These procedures may be accom-
plished while standing on the horizóntal stabilizers.

CAUTION

Before folding one or more tail rotor blades, it is
necessary to place the rudder @als in neutral.

lVith the lefi hand, grasp the folding hardware as
shown in Photo B. Note the thumb engages one
cornêr of the flyweight assenïbly (1). When in
this position, sgueeze the thumb toward the palm
(in the direction of the arrow) and the latch (2)
will withdraw from the pin (3).

Tfith the right hanit at the blade trailing edge,
move the blade away from'theaircrift while
twisting to position the leading edge toward the
pylon. (It lnay be neeessary to pull or the crahk
flyweight while twisting.) The blade/folding
hardware relationship at this point is as shown in
Photo C. Further mo-vement of the blade away
from the eircraft wil! provide the view shown by
Photo D with blade in fully folded position.

1. Flyweight as$€mbly 2. Ï,atch arsnmËly

PHOTO A

sEPïEilBER.oCï0BEft, 1974

1.
2,

A. Ftyweight assembly
Latch assembly

':r.PHOtOB

o

2.
3.

ïatch ássembly
Pin r. ,,'.
:PHoïo'c

PHOTO D ,,.'  a a ,  : :

ht. Wagemaker, Scrvice lingiaeer

2t

3. Pin



This list reflects latest manual changes and technical directives relessed to the field.

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-1 - Manual. Màintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D/SH-2D/
SH-2F Helicopters, GENERAL INFORMATION
15 February 1972
changed 15 March 1974

NAVAIR 01.260HCA-2-2 - Manual, Maintenance
I nstructions, Navy Models VH-}C I HH-2D/ SH-2 D/
SH-2F Helicopten, AIRFRAME
30 November 1971
changed I July 19?4

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-3 - Manual. Maintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D/SH-2D/
SH-2F Helicopters, EQUIPMENT (FURNISHINGS,
HYDRAULICS, UTILITIES)
1 March 1972
changed L March 1974

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-4 - Manual, Maintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-?C IHH-2D/SH-2D/
SH-2F Helicopters, POWER PLANT AND RE-
LATED SYSTEMS
15 February 1.974
changed 1 April 19?4

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-4.! - Manual, Maintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D ISH-2D|
SH-2F Helicopters, TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
1 July 1971
changed 15 April 19?4

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-4.2 - Manual, Maintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D/SH-2D/
SH-2F Helicopters, ROTORS
1 April 1973
changed 1 May 19?4

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-5.1 - Manual, Maintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D/SH-2D/
SH-2F Helicopters, INSTRUMENTS
1 October 1967
changed 15 March 1974

R. H. Chapdelaine, Manager, Service Publications

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-7 - Manual, Maintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D/SH-2D/SH-2F
Helicopters, RADIO AND RADAR SYSTEMS
1 October 1967
changed 15 March 1974

NAVAIR 01-260HCA-2-8.1 - Manual. Maintenance
Instructions, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D/SH-2D/
SH-2F Helicopters, \ryIRING DATA
1 October 1967
changed 15 March 19?4

NAVAIR 01-260HCB-4-1 - Illustrated Parts Break-
dowN, NUMERICAL INDEX AND REFERENCE
DESIGNATION INDEX, Navy Models IJH-2C|
HH-2D/SH-2D/SH-2F Helicopters
1 April 1973
changed 15 May 1974

NAVAIR 01-260HCB-4-2 - Illustrated Parts Break-
down, AIRFRAME, Navy Models UH-2C/HH-2D/
SH-2D/SH-2F Helicopters
1 June 1967
changed 15 May 1974

NAVAIR 01-260HCB-4-3 - Illustrated Parts Break-
down, FLIGHT CONTROLS, Navy Models IJH-2C|
HH-2D/SH-2D/SH-2F Helicopters
1 June 1967
changed 15 May 1974

NAVAIR 01-260HCB-4-4 - Illustrated Parts Break-
down, EQUIPMENT (FURNISHINGS, HYDRAULICS,
INSTRUMENTS, UTILITIES) Navy Models UH-àC|
HH-2D/SH-2D/SH-2F Helicopters
1 May 1969
changed 15 May 1974

RELEASE DATE
(KAC)

2 July L974

* x * {. * * * * TECHNICALDIRECTIVESRELEASED * * * * * * t< *

This list reflects information released to the customer by KAC for distribution.

SEC/AFC No.

H-2 Airframe Change 204,
Part 2

H-2 Airframe Change 216,
Part 1

Support Equipment Change
1816

u

TITLE

LN66HP Radar System, INSTALLATION
OF PROTECTIVE COVERS FOR WAVE.
GUIDE

Landing Gear, INSTALLATION
ENEBGY ABSORPTION MAIN
TAIL LANDING GEAR

Whirl Rig, MODIFICATION OF
ADAPTER SET

OF HIGH
AND

H-2

15 July 1974

3 June 1974
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ITALIANS HONOR MERCY MISSIONS

Naples, ltaly - Two plaques, representing 59 mercy
missions flown by two UH-2C "Seasprite" Helicopter
pilots of the Naval Air Facility here, were presented July
25 to Capt Robert S. Stone, left, the Air Facility Com'
manding Officer. ltalian Air Force Major General Umberto
Bernardini, the Vice Commanding General of the 2nd
Air Region, which encompasses the Naples area, pre-
sented the plaques on behalf oÍ the ltalian Air Force
ChieÍ of Staff.

The plaques represented 28 air rescue missions by
Lt Richard G. Stout, the former Air Facility Administrative
OfÍicer; and 31 missions flown by Lt(jg) Raymond A.
Shirley, the former assistant Security Officer. Both men
were released from active duty earlier this year. Lt Stout
and Lt(ig) Shirley were recognized Íor "generous and
meritorious efiorts in favor of the population" of the
Naples, ltaly area during their tours of four and three
years respectively. (USN Photo)

i
, . r * .
- * *

IIELICOPTER FAMILIARITY

FOR

FOREIGN STUDENTS

Recently, HSL-33 served as host to a group of Íoreign
students 

-participating 
in Student International Service

(SlS). Thà youths were interested in an overview of the
helicopter aàA its mission capabilities. All the students
who visited HSL'33 have been stayíng with Navy families
in the San Diego area. Countries represented in the
group include Dènmark, Germany, Nonivay, Sweden and
Switzerland.

In photo top left, Lt "Mike" Avery leads students in a
lively discuss'ron oÍ HSL'33's ASW mission, its LAMPS
capáuilities and general saÍety precautions when clamber'
ing aboard and around a helo. In photo on leÍt, AWI
"Joe" Rosê answers speciÍic questions about the MAD
gear and other equipment in the Kaman SH-2F aircraft'
tater, the two men demonstrated the use oÍ survival
equipment used by aircrews.

sEmilBER.0CT0BEn, 1974

In photo above,' it looks l ike three men in the cockpit
but no, one is peering in from the aft cabin as the stu'
dents get that "HANDS-ON" familiarity.

After the LAMPS tour and helo inspection, Lt T. C.
Jones and Lt Dan Mahoney of HC'l completed the over-
view oÍ helicopter missions by presenting a film on the
Apollo 17 recovery.

n



VIBRATIONTROUBTESHOOTING

ON THË H-2 HELICOPTER

This article is written in hopes that it will simplify
vibration troubleshooting. lt is my belief that anyone
who reads and understands the material contained-here
will reach a conclusion that I have had for years: namely,
there is no "black magic" involved in finding, identifying'
and correcting vibrations which can occur in any ma'
chinery. With tongue in cheek, let us say it 's simply a
matter of "tuníng in on the right frequency."

The helicopter has oÍten been described as "agitated
palm trees," or "50,000 loose parts flying in íormation"
and a host of other less than complimentary namês'
almost all implying that helicopters continually vibrate
and shake. The truth of the matter is that the helicopter'
when properly rigged and tracked, can Íly as smoothly as
most Íixed-wing aircraÍt. ln fact, some helos Íly smoothcr
than some fixed-wing aircraft | have been in. lt is also
true, however, that vibrations can and do pop up noYv
and then. When this occurs, prompt maintenance action
should be taken to isolate and correct the cause of the
vibration. ln every case, it is relatively easy to determine
where the problem originates. Show me a vibration and,
with the propeÍ tools and a little logic, I can show you
what part, or system, ís causing it. Narrowing it down
to H-2 speciÍics, let's take a look at what we can expect
in the area of possible vibrations.

Any rotating system such as the main rotor, tail rotor'
drive shaft, engine, etc., can cause vibrations at one
time or another. These parts compose a mass, and
when we turn or spin this mass, there is one prerequisite
that must be met if we are to have vibration free opera'
t ion, simply stated; "it must be in balance." This sounds
easy enough, but there are two types of balance here:
static balance and dynamic balance. For example, as'
sume we could have Íour main rotor blades of equal
weight and four retentions of equal weight. lf we sus'
pended this entire system from the center of a precision
hub with blades properly aligned, we would probably Íind
that the assembly would balance perfectly. This is static
balance. Yet, this same assembly, if whirled at a high
RPM, might produce some pretty sevêre vibrations due
to a dynamic unbalance generated by factors other than
static weight.

To keep this article short and simple, we wil l not go
into the various Íactors that influence dynamic balance.
It is a condition tha't does occur so let's discuss identif i '
cation and cure when the "vibe" pops up. For the pur-
pose of this article, we can divide H'2 vibrations into
three basic categories; low, medium and high frequency.
Let's look at each in order and establish a few rules'

Low Frequency Vibrations

On an H-2, by our definition, there is only one low
freq vibe: a one-per-rev of the main rotor' The main
rotor on an HH/SH-2D rotates at 287 RPM; on the
SH-2F, 298 RPM. Therefore, a one-per-rev on the SH'2D
would manifest itselÍ as a "BUMP" 287 times per minute.

2*

ra*aaar=
r*aaaàa

^*a
rAa^aa

aa*a-
Y\í\í\q- by Jack L. King,

Senior Field Service Rep

The term "one-per-rev" means just that, "once per
revolution."

Just about every H-2 pilot in the world has experienced
and can identify a one-per-rev of the main rotor, al-
though some will report it as "A BAD OUT OF TRACK"
or "ONE BLADE FLYING HIGH WITH AIRCRAFT VIBRA-
TION," The pilot who reports it as "one-per-rev of the
mqin rotor" is defining the problem in its simplest form.
ln summing up low freq vibes, let's just say they are
easily identifiable with no "confusion factor" involved.

Mcdium Frcquency Vibrations

Let's consider the second in our vibration categories,
medium Íreqs. This is the area where most people be-
come confused and uncertain. There is a tendency to
sometimes confuse one medium freq for another and
end up troubleshooting the wrong system. The sad part
is that there is no reason for this to happen. We have
simple checks which will absolutely pinpoint the vibration
being experienced. (More on this later.)

When we define medium freq, three vibes are apropos.
They are: four-per-rev of the main rotor; one-per-rev of
the tail rotor; and, a vibe generated by tail rotor drive
shafting.

Since the main rotor on an SH-2D turns at 287 RPM,
it is simple arithmetic to arríve at 1148 RPM for four-per-
rev of this system. The tail rotor on this same aircraft
turns at 1712 RPM. The tail rotor drive shafting spins
at 3122 RPM. Since all are spinning at different speeds,
we can establish an important rule.

RULE 1 "FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION lS THE KEY
TO ISOLATION AND CURE OF ANY VIBRA.
TION ENCOUNTERED.' '

High Frequency Vibrations

The third category refers to high frequency vibrations.
For high freqs, we look at the main drive shaft, engines,
and certain transmission gears or shafts. This category
is probably the least encountered for several reasons,
the primary one being:

RULE 2 "THE HIGHER THE FREQUENCY, THE LESS
THE MAGNITUDE AND VICE VERSA.' '

lf Rule 2 sounds a little complex, it really isn't. All
it means is that the Íaster an object rotates, the less
force its vibration will exert on the end object (and the
reverse is also true). Consider the Íollowing: a one'per'
rev of the main rotor on an SH-2D feels as if someone
were kicking the bottom of the pilot's seat 287 times a
minute. A four-per-rev is more al a buzz with a higher
Írequency but less magnitude. A vibe of the main drive
shaft spinning at 5950 RPM has a magnitude so small
that it is often reported by the pilot as causing hís nose

I$MIII ROTOR TIPS



to itch! An engine vibration of 19,500 RPM nas a mag'
nitude that is oÍten measured in mils with special sensing
equipment. lt normally cannot be Íelt by human senses.

OK, having identified the three major vibratory areas
in the H-2, let's talk about how we can positively identiÍy
and isolate problems if they occur.

The accompanying photo shows a K604154'1, Vibra'
tion Indicator or "Vibratach." The vibratach is a me'
chanical version oÍ what every sports car owner has
and worships, a tachometer. A tachometer indicates
RPM. A mechanical tachometer placed on supporting
structure of a rotating object, will (unless the body is in
absolute perfect dynamic balance) indicate at what RPM
the object is rotating. (Are you startíng to get the con-
nection?) Let's take a hypothetical example and see how
it can be of helP.

;.i..
;,::i:-,:
'';,,r!,

Harmonics do not always appear on the vibratach; how'

ever, when they do appear' disregard 1!9f..9nd concen'

ir.G on the piime excitation freq WHICH WILL OCCUR

AT 1200;  1700;  AND/OR 3100 RPM'

The illustration depicts a vibratach which is indicating

a tail rator vibration. Note that the 1700 reed is displaced

ruif r.uÈ. This indicates that we have a one'per'rev of

in" iiil ,otor. Note also that the 1200 scale is statíc'

WÀy check for main rotor four'per-rev, in this-case, when

thiproblem is in the tail rotor? Make Sense? Since you

now know what to use Íor troubleshooting, we would be

àáing naf a job ií we didn't tell you where it can and

cannot be used.

The vibratach provided for use on H-2's (KAC P/N

OO+ià+-t), cannot be used to check a one'per-rev, of

the main 
-rotor 

because the scale does not indicate that

fow. and besides, we have already established that every'

body can identifY a one'Per'rev.

To troubleshoot main rotor Íour'per'rev, the vibratach

mav be placed on the glare shield, anywhere on the floor'

on in" aux tank supports or at any hard point on the

tusetage. Do not pui it on any soft point which flexes

because the Ílexing of the structure can cause some

weird indications.

To troubleshoot for a one-per-rev oÍ the tail rotor'
place the vibratach on the rudder pedals, on the support

iedestats, anywhere along the tail cone or on the flat

ïaii pvfon' to iail cone tiedown Íitt ing supports' BE EX'

inrn,tgr-v cAREFUL wHEN woRKlNG lN THE vlclNtrY

OF THE TAIL ROTOR. No human head has ever won a

battle with a tail rotor blade Yet!

For tail rotor drive shafting troubleshooting, place the

vibratach on the tail cone, 12 to 18 inches below the

drive shaft cover. An added advantage here is that by

moving the vibratach Írom each pil low block bearing and

shaft Iènter to the next one in line, it can Íurther isolate

the particular bearing, coupling or shaÍt causing the
problem.

To troubleshoot a main drive shaÍt (6000 RPM) vibe'
place the vibratach on the upper cabin . roof adjacent

ïo the shaft itself, or it can be placed high on the Íuse'

lage in l ine with the shaÍt itself.

Now to the diff icult part: when to use the vibratach'

lf pilots take one with them on every fl ight, every air '

.rrtt ln the squadron would be down for suspected

vibrations. This is because every helicopter has some

small amount oÍ vibrations which can be seen on a vibra-

tach if i t is placed near an object, simply because rnanu'

iàctrring tolerances cannot attain absolute perfect

dynamic balance.

The vibratach should only be used when a pilot (Í lying

without it) reports a vibràtion (usually medium Íreq)

on the yeílow sheet. lÍ the vibe is strong enough to be

noticed in the cockpit, then it should be looked into'

Use the vibratach only as an aid in troubleshooting'
tn ÈSL-SO/S2, a TlMl calls Íor its use whenever vibes

are repo*eO and QA keeps them locked up otherwise'

Remember, the vibiatach can be of tremendous value in

troubleshooting and a big headache if used indiscrimi'

nately.
I have carried a vibratach lor 12 years and have used

it on numerous occasions to isolate vibrations that were

causing problems on H'2's. lt has ncvcr failed to pin-

póint ih" faulty system and unless the laws of physics

are repealed, it never wil l.

The next article will deal with what to look for after

we determine what system is causing the vibe'

$r,,',;.1:,,!,,
*ilr'::': ' l '.:,
i:,. i _, 
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Suppose a pilot returns Írom a fl ight, and reports a

medium freq vibration. He does not specify anything
else, so the mech now has the problem of determining
what is causing the vibe' The best bet is to make a
ground turn up. After rotor engagement and max beep

i-s reached, the vibratach should be placed at various
points on the aircraÍt structure, where it wil l indicate at
'n,hrt ft"qr"ncy the vibe is occurring. ln our hypothetical
case, assume ihe reed at 1200 goes to full scale' Since

a four-per-rev of the main rotor would fall near the in-

àicated' frequency, it is logical to expect the problem -is
occurring iri tna{ system. Because the reed at the 1700

mark is not vibrating, there is no need to suspect a
problem in the tail rotor sYstem.

In the example iust described, other reeds may also be

vibrating. One reed would probably be- -vibrating al

2400 R-PM and another vibrating at 3600 RPM' NAVAIR

01-260HCA-2-4.1. (Changed 15 March 1974) contains
a chart on page 11 which l ists rotational H'2 components
and the speeà oÍ their rotation. A check of this l ist re-

veals there is nothing on the H'2 which rotates at either

24OO or 3600 RPM'4. Actually, these indications would

Le harmonics of our prime vibe, in multiples oÍ the basic

12OO RPM. Since there is nothing to cause prime ex-

ciátion at these f reqs, they should be disregarded'

BEST
VIBRA
{1700 Rmn)

HABMOÍ\IIC
(3400 RPM)

- -
P@P
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Although basic procedures for executing an autorota'
tion are quite similar for any helicopter, each machine
has peculiarities which refine those basic procedures into
specific techniques, therêby obtaining the maximum ef'
ficiency and saÍety.

Before exploring the specifics sf the H-2, let's establish
some basic groundwork. Recalling basic airfoil principles,
we know that autorotation is made possible by appropriate
blade design, which utilizes a component of the lift vector
to sustain rotor rpm. The major factors which affect this
lift are angle of attack and velocity; both of which are
directly dependent upon ac'tions taken in the cockpit.
Obviously, pilot inputs through the collective pitch lever
change the angle oÍ attack. Also, while changes in air.
speed or rotor rpm vary the velocity, other important
factors come into the picture when studying pilot tech'
niques for autorotation. Some of the more predominant
factors which influence rotor equilibrium are, aircraft at'
titude, descent angle, cyclic control, gross weight, and
maneuvers,

Procedures for executing an autorotation are ade'
quatety described in the NATOPS manual, but let's loQk
at a fevrr ampliÍying items which have specific application
to the H-2.

Thc Entry
When entering on autorotation, the "basic" H-2 (with

hydrautic boost OFF), displays a characteristic unique to
servo-Ílap controlled rotors. As the collective ís lovvered,
a longitudinal trim change, requiring application of aft
cyclic, becomes evident. The trim change needed is de'
pendent on Íorward speed and rate of collective change.
To relieve the pilot of the task of applying aft cyclic, a
"bobweight" has been incorporated into the hydraulic
system to sense vertical accelerations, or G's, and put
in an appropriate amount of cyclic control. lt is because
of the bobweight that pilots observe a difference in pitch
characteristics between autorotation entries with boost
ON and with boost OFF. This is associated, of course,
with a difference in roll characteristics in the SH'2F be'
cause of the hydraulically-operated lateral coupler. With
the ASE on however, the required control motions are
automatically made with such finite accuracy, that a
"hands-ofÍ" auto entry is possible.

The most pertinent part of the H'2 entry, as in any
rotorcraft, is pilot responsê in lowering collective pitch.
The servo-flap rotor displays superior characteristics in
thís area, and the margin of safety from blade stall
during high speed entries is large. Accordingly, normal
pilot response in fowering collectíve results in minimum
rotor rpm loss and rotor equilibrium is quickly attained.

Rotor RPM
NAïOPS states that the recommended rotor rpm for

autorotation (SH-2F) is 94o/o to lOAYo. lt is important
to recognize that this is BELOW the normal operating
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H.2 AUTOROTATION CHARACTERISTICS
By John Anderson,

Test Pilot

rpm of lo6yo, In an actual autorotation, it is preferable
to select the lowcr end of that range once the entry has
been executed and things have settled down. The lower
rpm is accompanied by a significantly lower sink rate
as shown in the accompanying graph. The lower sink
rate gives you longer to look around and plan, extends
your glide distance, and most important, makes the
Ílare/landing maneuver considerably less difficult. An-
other pilot refinement is to allow rotor speed to increase
to 104* rpm after the flare is started, thus providing an
extra margin of rotor inertia for the touchdown. (Ample
lift will, of course, still be available for the touchdown
if the rotor speed is not increased.) There are those who
express the opinion that "when the real thing happens,
I want all the rpm I can get." These folks are doing
themselves and their passengers a disservice when they
apply that philosophy in an H-2. We have all been trained
to keep rpm up during autorotation, but we must have
the professional capacity to take all of the facts into
consideration and perform our tasks accordingly. The
H-2 is probably the only helicopter flown by Navy pilots
where the normal auto rpm is LOWER than the normal
operating rpm. The 106S rotor rpm is desirable in
high-speed poweied Ílight to obtain the superior flying
qualities that has been so enthusiastically received by
SH-2F pilots, but is not necessary in the autorotation
maneuver where airspeed is low and there is no require-
ment for large tail rotor thrusts.
Airspecd

NATOPS recommends 70-75 knots IAS for midmum
rate of descent and 80-85 knots IAS Íor maximum gliding
distance. ïhe selection of airspeed, 'is of course an option
to the pilot, enabling him to tailor his actions to the con.
ditions he is facing. The important point to remember is
that 70-75 knots IAS is the "peak" of the curve; lower
and higher airspeeds result in less than optimum auto.
rotative performance. Higher airspeeds primarily reduce
glide ratio, but lower airspeeds border on the critícal
area of regaining or sustaining rotor rpm and must be
avoided,

A caution area that is noted in the NATOPS handbook
regarding low speed auto entries should be given ap-
propriate respect. When the sink speed is hÍgh in pro-
portion to the forward speed, such as occurs in an entry
at 50 knots or lower, the airspeed system is inaccurate
and can lead to a false sense of security. lt is possible
to indicate an airspeed significantly higher than actual,
and when you get to the bottom, there will not be suf-
ficient speed available to executê a flare. Whenever you
are Íorced to enter autorotation at low speeds, hold the
nose down until 80-85 knots is indicated, then settle
back to the desired auto airspeed.
Maneuvering

We know from experience that application of aft cyclic
causes an increase in rotor rpm, such as is seen in a
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flare. lt is just as important to remember however, that
the opposite is true, i.e., an abrupt application oÍ forvard
cyctic will cause a signiíicant decrease in rotor rpm.

Applying aft cyclic to initiate a steep turn, will cause
an increase in rotor rpm, but it is important to remember
that as you roll out of the turn, rotor rpm will tend to
decrease. Because of the high inertia rotor, rpm is rela'
tivety easy to manage during maneuvers in an H'2, but
as in any rotorcraft, pilot attention is required.

The Landing
lf you have governed rpm properly and controlled your

airspeed, the landing should be readily accomplished.
Landing techniques used in the H'2 are essentially
similar to those used in other helicopters' Knowing when
maximum beneíit has been realized Írom the flare and
transitioning to the tanding attitude is a matter of sensing
all.the things that are happening around you. Your eyes
are busy outside the cockpit aligning the aircraft Íor
touchdown, and you must depend upon your other senses.
Your ears are very valuable here, for as the rqtor rpm
peaks in the flare and then begins to decay, the associated
sound changes provide a valuable cue that the flare is
over. Once you have transitioned to the landing attitude'
it is merely à tasf of cushioning the landing and keeping
the aircraft level, and from here on, very little that you

do, other than the timing of collective application' is
going to signiÍicantly change the resultant landing'

Practice Autorotations
Although this article is a discussion of the actual auto'

rotation maneuver, a Íew words about Practice Auto'
rotations are appropriate. Over the many years of NA'

TOPS conferences on the H'2, the procedure used to
practice autorotations has varied back and Íorth between
a maneuver which permits maximum realism and the

other extreme oÍ making it so safe that it has little train'

ing value. The present procedure calls-for practicing the
máneuver with the condition levers in FLY and rotor rpm

at LO6o/s, which leads to a potential pitfall when the

actual tÉíng happens. Being accustomed to seeing 106%
in practice autos, it's a good bet that many pilots are

soing to strive for that same ,96o6 in an actual emer'
Ëenc-v. wnicn as we know from previous discussion, is
àoind to significantly increase the aircraft sink rate.
Maintenance sets the auto rpm Íor the existing con'
ditions, which gets the rotor rpm in the ballpark - the
fine adjustments in rpm that optimize the maneuver are
the pilot's responsibility. In conducting practice auto'
rotations in accordance with NATOPS procedures, be very
sure to sort out in your head what will be diÍferent in
the real thing, and conduct your training accordingly.

For example:
1. lt is possible that, in the entry, rotor rpm will Íall

to a point where the generators drop off the line,
therefore, practicing autos with the ASE off has
value.

2. NATOPS calls fór entering the auto (practice) with
the landing check list complete, therefore the pro'
cedure does not "train'in" a step to lower the
tanding gear after auto entry. lt is likely that the
actual requirement Íor entering auto will occur
with the gear up, and unless you have made it
part of your planned process, the landing gear
may be forgotten in the execution of the maneuver.

3. lt is conceivable that a pilot could have done all
of his turning-type practice autorotations in the
same direction due to local course rules, etc., and
he may be surprised when he turns the other way'
Due to tail rotor torque requirements, main rotor
rpm tends to increase more in a right turn than
in a left, and pilot technique is therefore some-
what different.

4. NATOPS directs that the recovery (practice) be
made at 10-15 Íeet oÍ altitude, which is a long

., way from the deck when you find yourself there
in a near hover with no powcr - the resultant
landing is going to be vcrY hard.

In conclusion, the autorotation maneuver is not an
unusually difficult one, but its execution is made con'
siderably easier, and therefore, saÍer if all of the Íactors
are considered and''treated accordingly.

AIRCRAFT SIÍI IK RATE VS. MAIN ROTOR BPM
(AUTOROTATIVE STATE)

I AIRSPEED: ?6 KTS
ALTITUDE: 1.000 FT.
GROSS I{EIGHT: 11,600 LBS.
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INTRODUCING.. . THE I. P. B.!

OR
otCan I order this part or should I order the assembly?tt

Thc IAMPS program placcd uniquc rcsponsibilities on dctachment maintcnance
pcrsonncl stationed aboard ships. Prcviously, dct supply Íunctions wcre handled by
spccializcd aviation storckcepcrs. Howcycr, a dct opcrating aboard a DE or a DLG
has a limitcd numbcr oÍ aviation pcrsonncl. Sincc a Íull-time Supply Specialist is
not availablc, dct pcrsonncl arc cross-traincd into othcr arcas. Thc individual as-
signcd the collatcral duty of dct storckeepcr must havc a working knowlcdge oÍ supply
Íunc'tions as they dircctly aÍfcct thc dct. This knowlcdge will insurc that deploycd dct
supply requircmcnts will rcceivc thc rapid responsc ncccssary Íor thc dct to maintain
thc high aireraft availability and low NORS csscntial to succcssÍul mission rcliability
and pcrÍormancc. A thorough undcrstanding oÍ thc lllustratcd Parts Brcakdown
is bagic to ordcring paÉs. Thc Íollowing articlc should prove hclpíul to all pcrsonnel
involvcd with aircraÍt supPlY.

The lllustrated Parts Breakdown (lPB) is one of the
most useÍul compilations of numbers and related infor-
mation in print. Unfortunately, few people are accustomed
to using such a comprehensive lÍsting and often the IPB
is only used as a part number-to-illustration reference.
Take the time to read and Íind out how the IPB is de-
signed to aid supply and maintenance personnel, or any-
one who takes the time to learn how to fully util ize it.
The IPB can and will answer the mechanic's perennial
question: "Can I order and install this part or shouid I
order the next higher assembly?" Also, have you ever
wondered, "Why are some items indented several col-
umns while other items are nst indented at all?"

The lllustrated Parts Breakdown lists all the as.
semblies, sub-assemblies, support equipment, and other
refated items used on H-2 aircraÍt. Volume 1 contains
a Numerical Index and a ReÍerence Designation Index.
Volumes 2 through 9 contain, by systems, all the com-
ponents depicted on exploded.view type illustrations along
with a listing of part numbers. The part numbers are
listed alpha-numerically ín Volume 1 along with reÍer-
ences to the particular volume, figure, and index number
where that item is shown. lf a part number is known, it
is only necessary to look it up in the numerical index
and refer to the volume, figure, and index nu'mber shown
to determine where the part is installed on the aircraft.

A few words about alpha-numeric listings. The Speci-
fícation states part numbers will be arrangd beginning
with the extreme left-hand position and continue Írom
left to right, ONE POSITION AT A TIME, starting with
letters A to Z, followed by numbers 0 through 9. All
alphabetical O's will be considered numerical zeros. Re-
member that each position is considered separately. For
example, if we had two numbers, 11066 and 51051,
most would correctly list them as:

I 1066
5106r

By John P. Scrignesc
Editor - Kaman Rotor Tips

However, consider the numbers 11 and 5 . . . these
numbers should be listed as:

1 1
5 rather than: 5

1 1

Remember, consider each separately, read the num-
bers as 1, I (not eleven) and 5, - (or 5, blank). The 1
is lower than the 5, consequently, I is listed Íirst. lf a
190 were added to the list, it would be shown as:

l 1
r90
5

lÍ a part number is not known, it is necessary to Íind
the part on one of the figures and use its index number
to determine the part number. The first figure in each
volume (2 through 9) provides a systems-to-volume cross
reference list as an aid to locating the correct volume
and figure.

The Reference Designation lndex is provided for use
with the electrical/electronic parts where schematics and
wiring diagrams are generally used. The reÍerence desig-
nation section of Volume 1 is used in the same manner
as the numerical index section. References shown on the
schematics are listed alpha-numerically in Section 3 of
Volume 1.

In each of Volumes 2 through 9, a Group Assembly
Parts List (Section ll) provides a listing by system, oÍ
either the detail parts used in that system or a manual
reíerence where the complete breakdown appears. The
parts list utilizes an indention system which enables the
user to quickly detern,ine the relationship of components
and attaching parts. For example, note the column num-
bers (l through 8) in the heading box at the top of the
page on illustration 1. (lllustration I is a portion of
Figure 50, Page 131 of NAVAIR 01-260HCB-4-7, dated
l5 April L974.)
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3 4 6 6 ?

SLIPRING A$D BAUSH BLOCI( ASSEIIBL1
l rL6-12-1O0,  see 2 ,  F igure  49)

r 16 -  r 2 -  100 SLIPRTNG AND BRUSII BLOCK ASSEItsLY (O41
1 1 6 - 8 - 1 0 0 ,  s e e  2 ,  F i g u r e , 4 g )  \

.  cLArP ASSEMBLY,  COVER (0{155)- r  1 1 6 - 1 5 2
-2  ÁN365D1032
-3  At {50 lÀC}O-16

-4  A02-762
- 5  1 1 6 - 1 5 3

-6  MS35275-29
-7  MS15705-305

-8  l {16-146

-9  AN500AC8-6
- r0  ÀN960c8

3585-06CNX.207
ï 1 6 -  r  2 7

- 1 1  r I 6 - 5 - 1 1 0

l 6 - t l 2

.  C O V E R  A S S E T t s L Y .  S P L I T ,  I N S E P A M B L E  ( O 4 T 5 5 ) . . . .
(ATTACHTNG PARTS)

.  SCREI{  (use  MS20995N2O lockv i re )

.  W A S H E R .  F I , A T . . .
- - - - a - - - -

.  .  I { U T ,  S E L f - L O C K I N G .  . . , , . , , . . t
,  SCREW, ! ÍACHI} {E  ( to  be  r€p laced a t  ins tá I1a

ÁNSOlADlo-2O screw)
, . cLAMp, COVER {98625)

. ARlr JSSETT{BLY, DRM (04155)
(ATTACqITG PÀRTS) /
SCBE$,  I . |ACHINE (use  !1S2o995N40 lockwi re ) , .
t í l l ' S H E R ,  F L A T . . .  . . . , . . . . . . . . /

. BL@t( ASSEUBLY, ïIPER (O41
scREr Í ,  uÁcn l l íE , , . .

UI{I?S
PER

ASSY.

USABLE
o!i

CODE

s u p e r s e d e d  b y , . .  R e J

I

(04 r s5)

.  SPSING ASSË}BLY, r rPER (O4r55). . .  .  .

.  spAcER, BRUSg (ó4155\ 2
spAcER.  BRUSI I  í ^ ' -  /

- - o

ë ' í

r1
11-

L
ILLUSTRATION 1

Ref

2

I
8

2
I
I
2

-
I

Items listed under column one are considered the
"top" assembly for that particular figure. The items wttich
follow are all indented one or more spaces to indicate the
relationship of those parts to the top assembly and
to each other. ltems listed under column two are sub-
assemblies or details of the top assembly being depicted.
Items listed under column three are sub-assemblies or
details of the preceding column two item except for at-
taching partg. Attaching parts are used to attach the
component immediately preceding the words "ATTACH-
ING PARTS.' '

Note that item 1, the clamp assembly, is indented
under column two. The clamp assembly is part of the
slipring and brush block assembly. Parts making up the
clamp assembly are indented under column three. Thus,
i tems 2,3,  and 4 are assembled to máke i tem I ,  the
clamp assembly. ltem 5, which is indented under column
two, is part of the top assembly and is attached with
other column two items, 6 and 7. (ln fact, items 1, 6,
and 7 secure item 5 to the top assembly.) The sign
"...-*...-" indicates the cnd oÍ the parts necessary to
attach the preceding assembly (in this example, the split
cover assemblY, item 5).

Note also in the parts l ist heading, a column identif ied
as "UNITS PER ASSY." When a quantity is l isted with
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an assembly, it indicates the total items (or units) used
at this particular location, regardless of whether it is
an installation, assembly or single part. For example:
the drive arm assembly, item 8 in i l lustration I is l isted
as having 2 "UNITS PER ASSY" or, two drive arm as-
semblies per each slipring and brush block assembly.
The attaching parts, 8 machine screws and 8 Ílat washers,
are the quantity necessary to attach BOTH drive arm
assemblies to the slipring assembly. (Each arm requires
4 washers and 4 screws as attaching parts.)

Another important and relatively little used section of
the IPB is the Source Code list in Volume 1. An under'
standing of source codes will resolve questions concern'
ing ordering, maintenance levels, and, with the later
codes, recoverability levels. While it would probably be
easier for the user to have a code along with each part
number in each volume of the dash four, Navy Specs
dictate all codes'wil l be l isted in one volume. Therefore,
if a code changes, the Navy need only contract to change
one volume rather than 9 or 10. Actually, however, the
one-volume idea has been in use for some time with l ists
such as abbreviations and manufacturer's codes. Once
accustomed to the new, Uniform Code of Source, Mainte'
nance, and Recoverability (SM&R codes), users will en'
counter Íew problems in ordering.

E



. The latest NAVAIRINST 4423.3 Directive provides for
implementation of a S-character SM&R code which is
shown (simpliÍied) in the accompanying table. The H'2
lllustrated Parts Breakdown does incorporate some of
the new codes on pages which have recently been
changed. As pages are changed or revised, or part num'
bers are assigned new codes, Kaman will continue to
update the dash Íour manual. Meanwhile, the cross
reference list may be utilized to determine old/new
source code relationships or explanations. The old source
codes indicate method of acquisition and the item's re'
pair or consumable status. The old codes may or may
not indicate the maintenance level for recoverability.

When using the new codes, it is imperative the user
check out the complete code. Components assigned a
"P" code (for Procurable) can be ordered from supply
but not all maintenance levels can install all P'coded
paÉs because some parts require special tooling, skills'
and instructions.

In the new S-character code, the position of each letter
relates speciíic ínformation as Íollows: Notice that the
positíon of the letter indicates the LOWEST level at which
itre taslt can be accomplished. This does not limit the
task to the lowest level. lt is assumed maintenance levels
above the one listed can also perform the indicated tasks.

lst and 2nd positions: lndicates how to get the item
to be replaced. (ls it bought,
stocked, manufactured, or as'
sembled?)

lllustration 2 provides some examples of the source
code system. (lllustration 2 is a portion of page 2-241,
Section 2, NAVAIR 0f-260HCB-4-1, dated 15 December
1973.) The code for part number 19772 is X2. A check
of the cross reference reveals X2 : XB. The Table in'
dicates XB is a miscellaneous salvage or one-time buy
item. When using the cross reference and table, con'
sider all codes as S-character codes. Thus, MO (P/N
19927) on the cross reference converts to MD on the
table. The first two columns, therefore, convert to
"manuÍacture at depot." The old code was "make at
overhaul," actually the same. Code Pl C is read, liter'
ally, as Pl, blank space, blank space, C. ThereÍore, Pl
converts to PA and the C converts to "Consumable."
What is not known is at what level the item is consumed
and this is one of the reasons for implementation of the
new codes. The new code may indicate a "Z" in lieu oÍ
the "C" as the Sth character. "7" tells the user that
the level capable of removal/replacement is also the
level authorized to dispose of the consumable item.

The code íor part number 2HAIC126 (PIGZG) is read
as follows: Procure to replenish by IMA afloat/ashore
maintenance level. The item is not repairable and can
be condemned at the IMA aÍloat/ashore level.

To conclude, consider the question, "How to determine
if the item can be ordered?"The drive arm assembly' P/N
WL6-127 (listed under item 10), has a code of Xl. Xl
converts to XA wh'ich means the item is not bought by
supply as a separate item. lf the user needs the drive
arm, he must therefore order the next higher assembly
of which the arm is a part' Since the arm is indented
under column 3, it is a part of the first preceding item
indented under èolumn 2. That assembly is item 8, the
drive arm assembly, P/N W16'146. Wl6-146 has a code
of P1 C or "a consumable item which can be ordered."

Spend some time translating source codes into words.
The time spent will prove to be an excellent investment
towards the overall objective of keeping your bird "mis'
sion readY,"

3rd position:

4th position:

5th position:

Indicates lowest maintenance
level authorized to remove and
replace the item.

tndicates lowest maintenance
level authorized to rePair {he
item.

lndicates lowest maintenance
level authorized to condemn the
item.

1977ó
19775
L99Z'l

1995C
1 9 9 8 3
19986
I  9987
19988
19989
19990
2
2-O- lO0
?-o-120

2-(F 140
2-0- I  80
2-O-80

3 -  3 9 -  9  X 2
3 - 3 9 -  5  P l
t - t 9 -  4  P l
y  4 2 -  4 8  t l o
a- 45 - 64 iio
9 - 1 0 8  -  8  P l
t -  t9 -  t3 l {o
? -  t r z -  ó  P l
t -  4 2 -  1 4  P l
t- 42 - L2 l{O
3 -  4 2 -  L t  p l

t -  4 2 -  5  P l
4 - 3 t - 1 4
8 - + 0 -  2  E l
2 - 5 4 - 2 0  P l
a-  9*-  24 Pl
2 - l 0 8
2 - 5 6 - 8 4  N
z -  4 2 -  t 2  N
2 -  5 0 -  l 7  t {
2 -  5 0 -  4 l  N
2' 50 - 43 ttl
2 - 5 1 - r O  N
2 ' r t - 2 1  N
z-rzL^- ?9
5- 19 -  84F KC

2Í,133 3
2iI33 f A

2N3 t  5 /USN

2N33  5A
2N336

4 - 5 8 - 5 6  P l ,  C
5- 20^- 44
8 -  8óB-  r l  P IGZG
5 - 4 9 - 3 7
5 - 4 9  P l  C
8 - 7 8 -  2  P I G I G
4 -  6 9  -  l ?  P l o z o
8 - 5 3 - 5 9
8 -  8óO-  3  P IOZo
9 - l o8  -  22  P l  C
8 - { 5 - 3 3  P t  c
t - 5 0 - 4 4
5 - 5 0 - t l
5 - 5 0 - 3 4
8 - 8 6 -  ó  P l  c
e - t o 8  -  5 8  P l  C
e - l o8  -  87  P l  C
e - 1 0 8  - l ó l  p l  c
8 - 4 6 - 4 7  P l  C
8 - 4 t - t 4  P l
8 - 4 ó - 4 5  P
8 - t 4 - 2 9

c
r

c

c

c

1 8 1 2 6 0
Hal  c  t26

Í l B 1 2 ó D
Ktc  1 ,2ó
N  1 1 5 8
N l 4 8 l

t 0 2
2  l 8 A
723^

gt

ILLUSTRATION 2
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SOURCE/MAINTENANCE/RECOVERABILITY CODE

LEVEL INDICATED IS LOWEST TEVEL AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM TASK

SOURCE IIAINTENAHCE I.EVEL

CROSS REFERENCE FROM OLD TO NEW SM&R CODES

(Positions I and 2)

RECOVERABILITY LEVEL

*Original "AF" and "MF" codes covered all fleet activities. Later codes defined the fleet activity.

3l

lst Position
(Acquisition)

2nd Position
(Why/Where)

3rd Position
(Lowest Use) l

':4th Position
(Lowest Repair)

Sth Position
(Disposition)

P

K

A

M

x

Procure

Available in
kits only

Assemble
or

Manufacturei
Fabricate

Not Procured As
Separate Part

A
B
c
D
E
F
G

D

F
B
o
F
H
G
D
A

B

c

Replenish
Insurance
Cure-Date
Initial
GSE/Stocked
GSE/Not Stocked
GSE/Special

Depot

Org/lMA
All Levels
org
IMA Afloat
IMA Ashore
IMA Afloat/Ashore
Depot
Use Next Higher

Assembly
Salvage/One-time

Buy
Special Dwgs/lnst

o
F
E

H
D
L

z

' A r g :  
, ;  :  ,  ' .  

. , . ,
IMA Afloat
IMA AfloatiAshoÍe
:  

'  
t , ,

IMA Ashore
Depot
Specialized

Activity

Support Equip-
ment, not
removable

F
o

H
G

D
L

z
B

org .
IMA Alïoat
IMA Ashore
IMA Àfloat,/Àshore

Depot
Specialized

Actlvity

Not repairable
Rècondition

org
IMA Afloat
IMA Ashore
IMA Afloat,/Ashore
When Beyond lower

level, return DEPOT
Depot/Specialized

Activity only

OTHER ITEMS
Special Handling;

Refer to Manuals/
Directives.

Nonrepaírable; Dispose
at Level Indicated by
position three of code.

Codes in this column as-
signed to repairables. When
unserviceable, dispose at
level indicated.

o
F
H
G
D
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The Helícopter
as seen by a ftock of birds
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Drawing by R. L. Allen

HSL.3O TAKES

PART IN

AWARD CEREMONY
In photo, on right, Cdr Bilicki joins Mr. King in pre'

senting a 1,000-hour plaque and congratulations to Lt
Mariner Cox.

In photo below, Capt S' L' Corner, CO of FASOTRA'
CnUUnf, receives a model oÍ the Kaman SH'2F, IáMPS
aircraft from Kaman Senior Representative Jack L' King'
The Seasprite presentation was witnessed by Cdr D' R'
Bilicki, Cb of HSL'30. ASW instructors, AWl Adams
and LCdr Jacobsen also watched the presentation.
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